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SCENE 1 - INTERROGATION ROOM INT.

Cut in.

The shot enters with a loud bass, followed by a harrowing

wind noise, something you’d expect from a haunted house, the

audio signifies that something is wrong or evil about this

room.

The camera is currently at an extreme close up of a tape

recorder, the camera slowly tracks backwards revealing the

tape recorder in more detail and revealing that it is

sitting on a somewhat unclean steel table, the tape recorder

has symbols written on a pieces of tape stuck on the

different buttons. The camera slowly creeps backward

creating visual tension. As the camera moves further back

more of the scene is revealed, the camera tilts down and

rises up and changes into a birds eye view shot of the room

in one fluid movement, giving us a complete view of the

room.

A long table against a wall divides a room in half. The room

is lit by a single hanging light. On the right third of the

shot there is a seat neatly tucked in at the center of the

table. The table takes up the whole middle section of the

shot. The left third of the shot there is a man dressed

completely in black with a long trench coat sitting on

another chair, he is facing slightly away from the desk,

with his back away from the audience and toward the wall, he

can hardly be seen and his face is not illuminated by the

hanging light. The light is more focused on the other side

of the table highlighting the empty chair. The room can be

seen in it’s entirety; which isn’t a lot. The room is small

and relatively cramped, the door can hardly be seen and it

gives the impression there is no escape. The room seems

somewhat claustrophobic and very small.

A door can be heard creaking open from the right side of the

room, it slams and KATIE appears, she is wearing a blue

police uniform with a brown jacket over the top. Her uniform

is very clean and pristine, she clearly prides herself on

presenting herself well. Her badge appears very predominant

and we see this before we see her face, her face holds in

shot for a small amount of time to draw attention to the

fact that she is a woman. She is holding a beige paper

folder, paper clips are holding down many pieces of paper,

files and photos that are jetting out of the side of the

folder.

Katie sits down and places the folder down with her left

hand on the table. She looks at The Man for a moment before

pressing record on the tape recorder, a loud struggling

click is heard from the tape recorder as the record button
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is pushed down. Katie pauses for a moment and waits for the

tape to audibly start recording, the tape can be seen

spinning around indicating that it is recording, it starts

slowly and creeps around faster and faster until it is

working at full pace. When the tape recorder is running at

fill pace, Katie turns to The Man and begins questioning

him.

KATIE

September 27th 2012, 11:04 am.

Present in the room are police

detective Katie Goodwin, and...

Katie looks at THE MAN who is sitting down; he does not say

a thing, he just stares right at her with a small sinister

smile on his face. Over the shoulder shot, Katie’s

silhouette takes up most of the shot with The Man restrained

in small upper corner of the shot, signifying that she is

pressing him for information, she feels as if she is in

charge and his lack of answers makes him appear scared of

Katie. Cut to an Over the shoulder shot of The Man, where

there is a lot more room for Katie to fill the frame and the

man’s silhouette barely takes up any of the screen,

indicating that what is actually going on is that The Man is

very reserved, he is not giving away any of the answers and

he feels as if he is control of Katie, who is in a very open

and vulnerable position and is completely illuminated by the

light. Katie leans forward ever so slightly and places her

hands on the table to signify that she is now talking

directly to The Man and not the tape recorder.

KATIE

What is your name?

The Man says nothing, he sits content with the small

sinister smile still plastered across his face, almost as if

he is a porcelain doll, all that can be seen of him and

truly recognizable is the small smile, the other half of his

face is covered in darkness. Katie stares right back at him,

trying to figure out his angle, wondering why he won’t give

her his name, she is visually confused and somewhat angry,

her hands tighten into a fist, we can hear her skin rubbing

against itself as the hand tightens. The Man displays no

emotion outside of his bizarre smile, Katie resumes talking

to the tape recorder.

KATIE

I’m with the suspect of the murder

of a female in her early twenties

who was killed in the early hours

of yesterday morning, September

26th within the hours of 4am to

6am. The suspect as of yet has not

(MORE)
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KATIE (cont’d)
told us his name. Eye witness’s

confirm that he was at the scene of

the crime, but details of his

involvement are at this point

unknown, suspect has been in silent

protest since being taken into

custody.

Katie looks up at The Man and he is still sitting deadly

still with the small smile on his face. Katie maintains her

look of anger and develops one of disgust, she can not

comprehend a person that would stay this calm in a murder

investigation; she slowly slides the beige paper folder

across the table, it takes up the majority of the shot and

the camera tracks it as it slides over slowly over, making

scraping noises as it catches on imperfections along the

steel table. Katie lets go of the folder, and it lies

dormant for a few seconds, before The Man slides his hand

over the top of the folder and clutches it with his skinny

and bony fingers then brings it to a stop in front of him.

He slowly opens it in on fluid and somewhat graceful

movement but seemingly sinister. The Man gazes over at its

contents, a few seconds pass of him looking over the file

and Katie’s piercing voice interrupts the silence of the

room, she is incredibly serious and the disgust she holds

for this man still resides within her voice with a sense of

conviction.

KATIE

We found her body with a bullet to

the lower chest, eye witnesses have

told us that you were at the scene

standing over her body as she bled

to death. You stood and waited for

her to die.

SCENE 2 - MURDER SCENE EXT. (FLASH BACK)

The image is whitewashed into an out door woodland area, it

is raining and it just before dawn, the colours are somewhat

drained and tinted with a blue hue, indicating it is a

flashback. A woman is on the floor, making small whimpering

noises, she is dying and distressed. The woman is in the

foreground of the shot and it is an extremely low angle, the

woman can not be seen apart from her silhouette, blood is

trickling down the camera. The Man is standing over her body

watching her die, his facial expression appears to be upset,

he leans down besides her, but as leans down, the scene

quickly washes back to the interrogation room.
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SCENE 3 - INTERROGATION ROOM INT.

KATIE

You. Killed. Her. We know that.

This would be a lot easier if you

just confessed.

The Man’s head slowly tilts up towards Katie, the camera

etches in ever so slowly in anticipation for the first time

that he is going to talk. The Man’s strange smile slowly

turns into a normal face, showing that he has recognized

what Katie has just said and is preparing to reply,

something about what she has just said makes him want to

break this silence, this is clear to the audience that

something has forced him to this as he was previously

completely silent. The Man slightly clears his throat in

preparation to talk to Katie, he mumbles and has quite a

strange voice, he sounds old and like he struggling, but it

is also quite a deep voice which fills the room. The voice

can be considered quite scary, he takes his time pronouncing

each word elongates the pauses in between his words. The

audio filters out up to the point when he first speaks,

increasing the inferred importance of what he has to say.

THE MAN

...What makes you so sure... I

killed this woman?

As he speaks the voice is clearly chilling to Katie, it is

as if the room has gotten colder as soon as he has opened

his mouth, when he is speaking he is gesturing towards the

file Katie handed him, the file is open and facing towards

him, the file can not be seen to the audience, but it is

clear that he can see the photos and read the documents. The

Man says this as if he is humoring Katie, sure that he will

get away with the crime. Katie is angered by his arrogance

and confidence that he thinks that he is in no trouble at

all, he appears to not have intimidated Katie and she

proceeds speaking to him in a professional manner.

SCENE 4 - MURDER SCENE EXT. (FLASH BACK)

As Katie is talking, the events of what she is saying unfold

in the flash back, the screen white washes to the murder

scene again and the blue tone signifying that it is a

flashback.

KATIE

We received an anonymous tip off

that you were at the scene of the

crime up until the victim’s time of

death. You shot her in the chest

and left.

(CONTINUED)
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A shot of The Man facing to the side is shown, his hands can

not be seen, another shot of the woman silhouetted in the

foreground with The Man in the background, her shoulder

blocks out his hands, you can only see above the waist. An

extreme close up of a gun with a finger tightening around

the trigger is shown. Another shot shows The Man’s face

facing the right hand side of the screen, the gun fires, his

face lights up and he flinches.

When the gun fires, the scene flashes back to the

interrogation room in an instant.

SCENE 5 - INTERROGATION ROOM INT.

A close up of The Man filling half of the frame, he is

looking down at the table, he slowly raises his head ever so

slightly before starting to jitter, he then starts to laugh,

the laugh progresses until he is laughing with full heart

from the belly. As The Man’s laugh progresses to become

louder, cue audio, music intensity increases, the audio is

ominous and creepy, to intensify the scariness of The Man’s

laugh.

Katie is confused and angry, she is visually sickened by The

Man laughing at the thought of someone being murdered,

especially since he is the number one suspect, she is

breathing heavily and her eyebrows are harshly scowling at

The Man. Katie is bewildered to why this man would be

laughing so much, as his laughing progresses her scowl

changes into more of a confused look. She takes a pause to

let him laugh a while longer, slowly extends her neck and

leans in and asks The Man:

KATIE

What is so funny?

He immediately stops laughing after this question and snaps

his head to be looking at her, the audio has a sharp peak to

shock the audience at the abnormality of this man’s head

movement. He collects himself and brings himself back into

what was once his very intimidating and mysterious persona

completely void of any human emotion. The Man puts his hands

on the desk, overlaps his fingers with one another and

establishes a very formal position, as if he is an

interviewer for a job, he is assuming a position of

authority and the camera reflects this by slowly tilting and

tracking from a wide angle eye level shot to a low angle

medium close up.

THE MAN

You don’t know who your witness

is... you don’t know who the victim

(MORE)
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THE MAN (cont’d)
is... and you don’t know who I

am... I know more about the

situation than you... and I wasn’t

even involved.

Katie lifts her head and leans back ever so slightly, she

finds a glimmer of hope in what he has said and feels that

she is coming closer to a confession. The detective within

her is visually too excited to be scared that she is with an

accessory to murder, she wants to press him further, she

thinks that accusing him of the murder will give him more

details into his involvement, so carries on. The shots

reflect her becoming more confident in her investigation, an

over shoulder shot where The Man’s back dominates the shot,

pans across and gives Katie more space and reveals more of

her body until she dominates the frame, leaving The Man with

a small segment of the frame by the end of Katie’s speech.

There is a slow zoom on Katie as she is speaking, showing

her confidence rising.

KATIE

The only reason you know more than

me is because you killed that girl.

You know who she is, what time she

was shot... how long it took her to

die, all because you were the one

who put the bullet in her chest. We

know you did it, all we need you to

do is confess.

The Man’s creepy smile drops from his face and he is now the

definition of serious, he places his palms of his hand onto

the desk and his knuckles tighten around the edge of the

table, his head goes backward, he is now completely in the

darkness, his persona fills the room and it is clear that

Katie is starting to become intimidated, the light appears

to dim a little and the room seems darker. The Man is no

longer amused by what Katie has to say, he appears to have

become angry at what she has said. He calmly replies:

THE MAN

...You’re... right.

Katie is visually confused, she doesn’t understand what he

has just said, and she thinks that he has just confessed to

the crime but is unsure, all of a sudden it seems as if

Katie has lost all control in the interrogation, anything

has fallen to chaos, displayed through movement of the shots

into dutch angles. Katie timidly replies:

(CONTINUED)
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KATIE

...Right about what?

The Man is sitting up straight; his voice is deep and

intimidating, his hands are still placed on the table, he is

towering over Katie, she is quite a small woman and he is a

very large man, that has never been more apparent than in

this particular shot. The camera tracks out but zooms in, it

appears as if he is actually growing in size.

THE MAN

I know who she is... I know when

she was shot... I know how long it

took her to die...

The Man leans forward and into focus in the shot, his face

is now illuminated by the light that is hanging from the

ceiling, his face can now be seen for the first time, he

appears somewhat ill, he has severe facial disfigurements

and is pale, his teeth are somewhat pointy and filthy, he

doesn’t even appear to be human, he looks more like a goblin

like character. Katie is immediately shocked at the man’s

appearance and is now scared and confused as to who she is

talking too, it is starting to become more apparent that

there is something completely wrong with this man.

THE MAN

...But I did not murder her.

Katie is shocked and confused; she has never come across

somebody that has outright admitted to being at the scene of

a crime before with such authority and lack of fear of being

put in jail, it is apparent to the audience through Katie’s

facial expression that this is completely out of her comfort

zone and she has never encountered anything like this.

Katie tries to pick herself up and carry on with a

professional investigation even after the bizarre things she

has seen. She takes a short pause and a breath before asking

more serious questions.

KATIE

Why were you at the scene of the

crime?

THE MAN

I... am always at the scene of the

crime... I am the crime... and the

crime is me.

The audio peaks with a ominous screech, Katie is completely

dumbfounded by what The Man has just said, she is convinced

that she has encountered someone that is completely insane,

(CONTINUED)
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nothing he is saying makes any logical sense, this is clear

to the audience by Katie’s facial expressions, the lack of

acknowledgment of how mental he sounds and the seriousness

of what The Man has just said, coupled with the change of

tone in the music.

KATIE

...What do you mean?

THE MAN

Every... single... one... I am

always there.

Katie looks at the man with a sense of bewilderment, she has

clearly never encountered anyone like this in her time as a

police detective, it is confirmed to her now that what she

has just heard wasn’t a misunderstanding, The Man is just

making no sense at all to Katie.

Katie slides back ever so slightly in her chair, the legs

scrape across the floor and make a harsh screech. She is

speechless, she is starting to realize who she is talking to

may not even be human.

The man interrupts the awkward silence.

THE MAN

...May I... ask you a question

Katie?

The audio changes to build suspense around The Man asking

Katie a question. Katie is stunned by the man’s confidence

and use of her first name; she doesn’t really know what to

say, there is a long pause, the camera slowly distances

itself from the action and slowly changes from eye level

into a dutch angle to signify that Katie is losing a grip on

the situation and has no control over The Man.

KATIE

...okay

THE MAN

How old are you?

Katie pauses, the audio is the ominous windy noise again to

intensify the wait between the question and Katie’s answer.

The tensity of the moment is exaggerated by the sound cues

and the long pause, she is trying to figure out what The Man

is doing.

KATIE

...23

(CONTINUED)
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THE MAN

Hmm... the same age as the young

lady who was murdered... Where were

you last night Katie?

Katie hesitates.

KATIE

I was... err... I arrested a man on

charges of drug possession.

THE MAN

...Are you sure Katie?

Katie looks worried, the audio intensifies surrounding The

Man’s question asking if she is sure, this is the defining

point of the film where a twist comes into play. Katie

finally shakes it off and returns to her professional state,

she replies with a harsh tone, she is trying to pick herself

back together.

KATIE

I’m not going to answer these

questions anymore, I know you

killed that girl, and I will get a

confession, and I will not answer

any more of your questions, you

sicken me.

The man has not reacted to Katie’s intimidating rant at all,

he sits completely still, the silence is long and Katie is

breathing heavily, the fear is slowly creeping back into

her, The Man slowly etches forward and calmly says:

THE MAN

...Katie...

The Man slides the beige paper file that Katie had given him

before across the table slowly back over to her, the noise

of the paper sliding over the table is heavily exaggerated.

Katie is confused; she opens the file and is completely

disgusted to find that the picture of the victim is her, the

music erupts upon her realization that she is the one who

has been murdered. She jumps back from her seat and pulls

out her pistol, as she jumps up she knocks the light, the

whole room is now illuminated, signifying that she has

realized what is happening.

KATIE

WHAT IS THIS, WHO ARE YOU?

Katie screams. The Man is still sitting in his seat content,

he looks up at Katie, and slowly speaks to her.

(CONTINUED)
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DEATH

Come on Katie... you already know

who I am... Think about it....

Think about what happened last

night.

As Death tells Katie to think about what happened last

night, another flash back plays.

SCENE 6 - MURDER SCENE EXT. (FLASH BACK)

The flash back plays again but now a little bit more

removed, we can see the whole scene and not just small parts

due to the use of extreme close ups. A new character, Peter,

is standing pointing a gun at Katie, she also has her gun

pointing at him, the man, now revealed to be Death is in the

background watching the events unfold, Katie and Peter are

unaware that he is there.

KATIE

PUT DOWN THE GUN AND THIS CAN ALL

BE OVER! NO ONE HAS TO GET HURT!

Katie screams over to Peter. Peter thinks about it and

shouts back to Katie.

PETER

Okay... but only if you put yours

away!

Katie slowly nods. Peter drops his gun and kicks it away,

Katie holsters her gun, Peter raises his hands and puts them

around the back of his head, and Katie starts to walk toward

him. When Katie has taken a couple of steps, Peter pulls

another gun that was hidden behind his jeans, and shoots

Katie once in the chest. She begins the fall to her knees,

but as soon as she hits the floor, the scene wipes back to

the interrogation room.

SCENE 7 - INTERROGATION ROOM INT.

Katie places her hand on her lower chest, she then slowly

removes it and it is soaked in blood.

Katie is still holding her hand out and the scene wipes back

to the flash back.
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SCENE 8 - MURDER SCENE EXT. (FLASH BACK)

The same shot as before, Katie is holding her hand out and

blood is covering it, she slumps to one side and hits the

ground.

Katie falls and curls into a ball. Peter is hysterically

laughing before walking off. Katie is lying dying on the

floor, Death walks over to her and kneels beside her, the

same shot we saw before but now Katie can be identified

instead of being a silhouette.

Death places his hand on Katie’s body and the scene wipes

back to the interrogation room.

SCENE 9 - INTERROGATION ROOM INT.

Katie is in complete disbelief, she is hysterical in the

corner of the room, tears are streaming down her face, her

depression is extremely audible, she has completely lost it.

Death walks over to Katie in the corner of room, the camera

is at a birds eye angle, Death is towering over Katie, he is

displayed as some kind of god figure, who can decide her

fate, where she is nothing but a wreck on the floor.

Death kneels down next to her, leans in extremely close to

Katie’s ear and whispers

DEATH (WHISPERING)

Time... to come... with me.

Katie immediately pushes Death away, he falls on the floor

and on his back, Katie puts her pistol in front of her, she

fires all nine shots from the pistol into Death on the

floor, he lies completely still, and blood is pouring out of

his body onto the floor.

Katie, still crying, walks our of the door and into a long

and seemingly endless corridor, she looks in the room and

Death is still lying on the floor, she turns away and looks

at one end of the corridor, turns back to the room and Death

is gone, she turns around to the other side of the corridor

and Death is standing immediately behind her.

Katie immediately runs in the opposite direction and

suddenly a massive white bright light illuminates her face.

A door of light has opened in front of her.

Death walks slowly up behind her, and beckons her into the

light. She looks at him, she is visually scared. Death nods

slowly and Katie starts walking towards the light.

(CONTINUED)
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Once Katie is inside the light, it completely envelops the

whole screen, until eventually it fades out into black.

When the screen is completely black, Death’s words can be

heard gently over the blackness.

DEATH

It’s not your time yet Goodwin...

Not your time.

SCENE 10 - MURDER SCENE EXT.

Katie wakes up on the floor, a single close up shot of her

erupting into life is displayed, she jolts forward from the

floor into the focus of the camera, she audibly takes in a

large amount of air when she comes back.

She is on screen for no more than a second, then cut to

black.

ROLL CREDITS.

END.


